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NEW QUESTION: 1
The implementation plan for AOS-Switches calls for them to
implement port-based tunneled node. The Aruba Mobility
Controllers that will support the AOS-Switches run software
8.1. The controllers will also support APs, are managed by
Mobility Master, and use clustering.
Which issue with this plan needs to be addressed?

A. The switches must use role-based tunneled node to work with
clustering controllers.
B. The controllers cannot support tunneled node with
AOS-Switches when they are managed by the Mobility Master.
C. The controllers must have their software updated before they
can support the switches.
D. The switches cannot connect to controllers that also support
APs.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two Cisco data center devices can participate in Fabric
Path? (Choose two.)
A. Cisco Nexus 1000V
B. Cisco Nexus 7000 Series Switches
C. Cisco Nexus 4900 Series Switches
D. Cisco MOS 9500 Series directors
E. Cisco Nexus 5500 Series Switches
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Sally has a Hot Fix Accumulator (HFA) she wants to install on
her Security Gateway which operates with GAiA, but she cannot
SCP the HFA to the system. She can SSH into the
Security Gateway, but she has never been able to SCP files to
it. What would be the most likely reason she cannot do so?
A. She needs to run sysconfig and restart the SSH process.
B. She needs to edit /etc/scpusers and add the Standard Mode
account.
C. She needs to run cpconfig to enable the ability to SCP
files.
D. She needs to edit /etc/SSHd/SSHd_config and add the Standard
Mode account.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which Linux command is used to display all current TCP/IP
network connections and protocol statistics?
A. ping
B. netstat
C. systemstat
D. ifconfig
Answer: B
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